
Abstract: Corrosion modeling method using cast iron filings was proposed for water distribution system under typical flow and stagnant conditions. Use of iron filings (0.8–1.0 mm) of large specific surface area allowed water quality variations monitoring using relatively small amounts of material. Comparison of results obtained under model and actual pipe flow conditions confirmed that the process of corrosion can be reliably approximated by experiments with iron filings. Following period of stagnation, both under model and actual flow conditions, significant water quality deterioration was observed over time. Additionally, relatively small water volume to large cast iron surface area allowed monitoring in the model system the corrosion-induced phenomena, impossible to observe in standard studies on the actual pipe sections. The increase in pH as well as decrease in conductivity, alkalinity and in calcium and magnesium content were observed in the model system with the increasing stagnation time. Under actual flow conditions these parameters have not changed or changed only to a small extent following long stagnation periods.
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